This long-standing framework was constructed on the perceived parallel development of the three major palaces, based far more on assumption than evidence. With limited attention to the Protopalatial levels at the major palatial sites until recently, the final Neopalatial picture (with ideas on the administrative structure retrodicted from the deciphered Linear B tablets from the Final Palatial phase at Knossos) was projected back to the foundation of the palaces at the start of the second millennium. This inevitably created a very static picture of the palaces and palatial society (Bennet 1990: 198) , and also required a fundamental transformation at their inception. As the long accepted spatial and temporal frameworks are challenged by new evidence and ideas, debates are increasingly targeting the starting date for the process, the nature and scale of the states which developed, the pace of the transformations, and the universality of these characteristics and processes across the island.
The overall interpretive problem is to document and explain the transformation of Cretan societies from ubiquitous small, independent communities, to at least a limited number of integrated, bureaucratic states during the first half of the second millennium BC. The start and end points of this process are clearest, at least for the polities centred on the three major palaces of central Crete. I have argued elsewhere that the communities at Knossos, Phaistos and Malia, large but not exceptional by Aegean standards in EMII, each witnessed rapid population growth in the final Prepalatial phase (EMIII-MMIA) (Whitelaw 2004; . This corresponds to the evidence now widely accepted for the earliest monumental constructions at each site (Macdonald 2010: 532; La Rosa 2010a: 583-4; Driessen 2010: 559) .
These dramatic transformations mark, if not the start, then certainly a fundamental step-change in the processes of state formation on Crete.
At the other end of the trajectory, our clearest understanding of the nature of a state on prehistoric Crete comes from the LMIIIA2 period, as documented through the deciphered Linear B tablets recovered from Knossos. These demonstrate the integration of at least the central and western two-thirds of the island into a single polity, administered from the palace at Knossos (Bennet 1985) . Debates remain about the dates of establishment and collapse of this polity, and its full extent, since it is anchored in space by only a limited number of toponyms which can be linked convincingly to the names of later Classical cities.
Did this extensive polity represent an inheritance by the LMIIIA administration at Knossos, of a pre-existing LMIB state centred on Knossos, or was this a new creation sometime during the phases LMII-IIIA2? Any answer is complicated by several recent arguments, first, for the preservation of an early Linear B archive in the Room of the Chariot Tablets at Knossos, possibly documenting a smaller, simpler administration, which would then have expanded to the scale documented by the remainder of the archive by the time the place was destroyed (Driessen 2000; 2001b) . Support for such an expansion has been built on the changing distribution of ceramics in the Knossian LMII to LMIIIA1 styles (Popham 1980; Bennet 1985: 242-5; Rehak and Younger 2001: 441-2) and perhaps changing burial practices (Preston 2004: 333-7) . Secondly, as ceramic assemblages from recent excavations are studied more comprehensively, stylistic regionalism is increasingly being proposed for LMIB (e.g. van der Moortel 2002; Floyd 1998; Barnard et al. 2003; Platon 2002; Hatzaki 2007; MacGillivray 2007; Knappett and Cunningham 2006; Brogan and Hallager 2011) , and now LMII (Arvanitakis 2007) . While caught in the problematic equation of pottery style with political affiliation (see below), such regionalism is thought by some to question the assumption of a major Knossoscentred state, and therefore any continuity of political structure from LMIB through LMII to LMIIIA1-2.
Pushing this uncertainty one phase back, we also have to recognise the 'Troubled Island' model which interprets the LMIB phase not as the apogee of Minoan Crete, but as a period of crisis and possibly political fragmentation (Driessen and Macdonald 1997) .
While vigorously disputed, this has usefully questioned a wide range of assumptions which deserve critical attention.
An overall scenario often alluded to, and one that I expect most Minoan archaeologists would broadly agree with, posits that states in central Crete developed at the very start of the Protopalatial period at, and only at, the three centres of Knossos, Phaistos and Malia, which during all or most of the period, divided central Crete amongst them. These were unified into a single polity, controlled by Knossos, by some point within the Neopalatial period (Younger and Rehak 2008a: 150) . Debates then revolve around the extent of such a polity, whether just encompassing central Crete, or how far to the east or west it extended. To assess this scenario or propose alternatives, we need to be able to define the territories of polities, and track their development in space and time.
While recognising the variety of state societies which have been defined by anthropologists, social and political theorists, within the restricted scope of prehistoric Crete, as an initial step, discussion can usefully focus on the distinction drawn by Trigger between citystates and territorial states (Trigger 2003: 92-119) . He explores a wide range of differences between these; the most relevant points here are structure, scale and integration. City-states are essentially single-city political entities, which dominate a restricted hinterland necessary to support the inhabitants of that city, and provide goods and services to the population of the city and its hinterland. Small city-states may have their population wholly resident within the central city, or also distributed across the hinterland in much smaller communities. In larger city-states, subsidiary communities develop to enable more effective exploitation of the larger territory, with resources to support the urban population channelled up through a more developed settlement hierarchy (Steponaitis 1981; Wright 2000) . The cities themselves are constrained in scale due to agricultural productivity and the effectiveness of bulk transport technology to provision the city's residents (Falconer 1987; Wilkinson 1994; Bintliff 1999; .
Territorial states are more extensive, will include multiple urban centres, and encompass more territory than the hinterland necessary to support the central city alone. It has been noted cross-culturally that city-states usually develop in the competitive context of similar polities (Price 1977; Renfrew 1975; Griffeth and Thomas 1981; Yoffee 1991; Feinman 1994; Nichols and Charlton 1997; Hansen 2000a; Wright 2005) , and that territorial states are often created through the unification by alliance or conquest of neighbouring city-states (Trigger 2003: 92-119; Marcus 1998) . These larger polities are usually unstable and short-lived, disaggregating into individual city-states which are more effectively integrated social, economic and political entities.
What is far less often explored, is just how difficult it is archaeologically to detect political unification, and therefore to define the extent of territorial states, without written records. In large part, this is because the cultural units which can be defined archaeologically through variability in material culture are usually considerably more extensive than individual citystates. Material culture differences tend to mark broad cultural units (e.g. Yoffee 1991; Lightfoot and Martinez 1995; Emberling 1997; Feinman 1998: 101; Brumfiel 2005; Trinkaus 1987 ), but can represent identities at a wide range of social and spatial scales (Jones 1997; Stark 1998; Lucy 2005) . Compounding the difficulty of recognition, such political amalgamations are usually dynamic, expanding or contracting more rapidly than material culture distributions change, and crucially, tend to be shorter-lived than the resolution of most archaeological artefact-based chronologies.
A clear illustration of this recognition problem is the contrast in models for Classic Maya territorial organisation proposed before the decipherment of the Mayan glyphs. Some analysts used broad ceramic and architectural styles and the scale of sites, architectural complexes or monuments to infer a small number of large-scale hierarchically-organised polities across the Mayan lowlands (e.g. Adams 1991: 170-4; Adams and Jones 1981; Marcus 1983) , whereas others proposed that the dozens of cities were politically independent city-states (e.g. Mathews 1985; Sharer 1994: 494-512) . The situation has been considerably clarified, though not entirely resolved (e.g. Flannery 1998: 17-21) through the decipherment of the Mayan glyphs, allowing the reading of genealogies and histories, themselves of course subject to propagandist construction and interpretive ambiguity. These paint a picture of complex and fluid relations among a wide range of small to large independent and quasi-independent city-states, with short-term amalgamations and alliances constructed through inter-dynastic marriages and conquests, almost entirely invisible archaeologically (Mathews 1991; Schele and Mathews 1991; Grube 2000) .
In a limited number of archaeological examples, settlement pattern data documenting gaps between clusters of settlements have been argued to represent buffer zones between competing polities (Adams 1981: 63-7; Feinman 1998; Whitelaw 1998) . This usually requires a larger scale and finer resolution of survey data than are available for most regions; in these examples, such interpretations were inspired by historical or ethnohistorical accounts of polity independence.
The different nature and scale of citystates and territorial states may require very different approaches for archaeological recognition. A variety of approaches have been used to define polities on prehistoric Crete, usually without explicit theoretical or methodological justification.
These will be reviewed, and a further approach explored, assessing its potential strengths and limitations.
II. Topography and territories.
The traditional model of the political structure of Minoan Crete, focused on the three major palaces, assumes they 'make sense' in terms of natural divisions of the central Cretan landscape. Most of a century of investigation without revealing additional palatial centres, encouraged the view that these were the only centres, and less explicitly, that all of at least central Crete was divided amongst them (e.g. Warren 1985: 74; Cherry 1986: fig.2.2; Bennet 1990: 195-8) .
In fact, the island has supported a diversity of political divisions (Fig. 1: Bennet 1990; Faraklas et al. 1998; Perlman 2004; Chaniotis 1996; Sanders 1982; Harrison 1993; Detorakis 1994) , with the four-fold north-coast structured model significant only when the island has been politically dominated from outside, by north Mediterranean-based empires (Bennet 1990) . Figure 2 schematically represents the scale and number of independent polities on Crete through time. City-states of various sizes were the norm, with territorial states relatively infrequent, and island unification extremely rare, except when the island was incorporated within a much larger state or empire. The one prehistoric episode of large-scale unification, during LMII-IIIA2, was extremely short-lived, probably reflecting the difficulty of establishing and maintaining an indigenous integration of the entire, attenuated island.
This documented historical diversity of political entities on Crete suggests that there is no 'natural' structure to the political organisation of the island; geography and topography are relevant, but not determining, as is commonly assumed. Turning from environmental determinism to historical contingency, if we simply accept the locations of the known early palatial centres as given, can these be used to predict the extent of their associated polities? This is what Cherry's well-known map of Thiessen polygons imposed on the distribution of known and potential palaces represents (1986: fig. 2 .
2).
This has recently been re-examined critically, using GIS techniques to update the Thiessen polygon approach with modelled walking time, dividing central Crete among the three known early and principal palaces (Bevan 2010) . But is this how people actually interact across the Cretan landscape? Various categories of social and biological data (e.g. dialects, marriage patterns, genetic data) should document ways in which recent populations have socialised the same landscape. These do not dictate how earlier populations would have behaved, but analogically, may alert us to new possibilities, or challenge our intuitive assumptions. A recently published study of local differences in vocabulary in 1960s-70s Crete (Kontosopoulos 2006) , documents variants of 172 words or phrases recorded for 163 communities across the island. The degree of shared usage can arguably be considered a rough index of the intensity of inter-community interaction between residents at different locations, and allows us to investigate the assumed relevance of distance and topography to inter-community interaction on Crete, before the widespread impact of tourism and personal motorised transport on mobility.
To explore the potential division of the central Cretan landscape among the three major palace sites, in Figure 3 , the degree of similarity in word use is assessed for each community in the study, in relation to the modern communities nearest to each of the three palatial centres. The fourth map compares these datasets to define which communities are most similar in vocabulary to each of these centres.
Overall, this indicates that vocabulary differences increase systematically with distance, providing support for the assumption that GIS walking-time calculations provide a realistic base-line for analysing inter-community interactions. Not surprisingly, the major massifs of Lasithi and Ida represent strong barriers to interaction. More surprisingly, there are only very low levels of differentiation within central Crete, with no clear boundaries reflecting the topography commonly assumed to define territories for the three major palaces. In fact, the eastern Mesara is slightly closer in terms of vocabulary, to both the Knossos and Malia areas, than it is to Phaistos, also predicted by the walking-time models. From this preliminary exploration, it seems clear that the major topographic barriers should be relevant to understanding how people interact across the Cretan landscape. But previous studies have mapped additional expectations onto the past landscape which seem unjustifiable, at least viewed against one proxy measure of recent patterns of interaction on the ground.
Of course, this approach to predicting polities from centres only makes sense if we have confidence that we have recognised all the relevant polity centres, which the discoveries of the past few decades should call into question, particularly acknowledging how much of the island has never received systematic or intensive archaeological investigation. Additionally, as a top-down, partitive approach, it can only divide the territory among known centres, it cannot establish whether parts of the landscape lay outside the political control of those or any other centres.
Before leaving geography and topography, it is possible to work in a more exploratory and systematic way, from the bottom up, to define potential landscape units on the island (see also Bevan and Wilson 2013) . As pre-industrial societies, agriculture was fundamental to supporting Minoan polities, of whatever scale. While many characteristics will affect agricultural production, surface slope severely constrains the areas available for agriculture in the Mediterranean prior to the widespread construction of agricultural terraces. Figure 4 maps areas of less than 10 slope, revealing numerous agriculturally productive landscape blocks at a variety of different scales. As we shall see, the palatial centres could have been supported from fairly limited territories . Simply taking the Malia plain as an example, we can identify a considerable number of low-slope basins on that sort of scale across the island, far more than have ever been considered as potential prehistoric palatial territories. While this does not predict that all or even most will have supported a palatial centre, it seems premature to assume that the additional palaces discovered in the past 25 years will not be supplemented by others, when more of Crete receives intensive archaeological investigation.
Over the first century of Minoan archaeology, a model imposed top-down from assumptions about the three major central Cretan palace sites, has generated a remarkably resilient conceptualisation of the Minoan political landscape.
This 'understanding' in turn encouraged assumptions about the determinist nature of Cretan geography which are not supported by historical patterns, unbiased analyses of topography or patterns of recent social interaction, and have been challenged by recent archaeological discoveries.
Island geography and topography, and the mechanical constraints they impose on communication, interaction and transport, will be relevant to how past communities constructed their social and political landscapes, but in far less deterministic ways than have been assumed.
III. Defining polities through administrative evidence.
Administrative systems need to be considered on a sliding scale, and while the nature and content of the existing records are accepted as demonstrating a state level administrative structure in Neopalatial Crete (Schoep 1999; , they only hint at its existence before the end of the Protopalatial period. The very limited Hieroglyphic and Linear A records of that date give little idea of the nature or scale of administration. The control over access to several storerooms documented by the abundant sealings from Phaistos (Weingarten 1986) , need not represent a state-level administration, being anticipated by centuries in the sealing system in use at EHII Lerna. The scale of the Protopalatial palace structures themselves (Macdonald 2010; La Rosa 2010; Militello 2012) , and the differentiated society they represent, support an assumption of state administration for their construction, maintenance, and the specialised activities they housed, but tell us little about their regional dominance or how they were organised or functioned.
For the Protopalatial period, the use of two different script systems at Phaistos vs Knossos, Malia and Petras, suggests at least two independent administrations, distinguishing Phaistos, though not necessarily differentiating any of the north coast sites.
Turning to the Neopalatial period, where we have considerably more abundant evidence, the political interpretation of the administrative artefacts is far from clear. Differences in administrative practices have been well documented, particularly between Haghia Triadha and Zakros, the two sites with substantial samples of administrative artefacts (Weingarten 1986; Hallager 1996; Schoep 1999 ). Unfortunately, these assemblages largely represent different types of specialised administrative activities, and are not directly comparable for an assessment of differences in overall administrative practices; they simply emphasise how partial our evidence is for administration at each site. There are minor differences in administrative practices at different sites (Weingarten 1986; Schoep 1999) , but their significance is difficult to assess without comprehensive documentation of the overall variability within and between each local system. Additionally, is it realistic to expect uniform administrative practices at different centres within the same political system (Schoep 1999: 203-13, 220-1) ? If the system works locally, will a newly dominant centre necessarily change it, and even if so, how much standardisation will be imposed, and how long will such changes take to percolate down the levels of the administrative hierarchy? We simply do not know, so whereas identity of practices might be argued as evidence for a common administration, the differences documented to date need not indicate the inverse.
A specific category of administrative artefact is represented by the 'look-alike' sealings recovered from a number of sites, and often considered to document the involvement of a Knossian administration across much of the island (Betts 1967; Hallager 1996: 207-13; Wiener 2007: 236) , now also documented by sealings at Akrotiri (Karnava 2008; Weingarten 2010) . While a range of arguments is regularly assembled to support the idea of Knossian political hegemony, their ambiguity is usually recognised, and the look-alike sealings have been proposed as the conclusive evidence for political domination (e.g. Niemeier 2004: 394), so they take on exceptional significance. Recent petrographic analyses confirm the similarity of the clay used in the sealings at different sites, and its mineralogical compatibility with central Cretan geology, providing support for the earlier iconographic interpretations (Goren and Panagiotopoulos 2010) . While these artefacts document contact between (probably) Knossos and other communities, without being able to read the organic documents they originally sealed, we don't know what, if anything, they indicate about political or administrative organisation (Cherry 1986: 26; Weingarten 1986: 296, n. 26; Wiener 1987: 266, n. 46; Schoep 1999: 213-7; Krzyszkowska 2005: 167-8) . Were these necessarily official palace-issued administrative documents, and even if so, were they communications between individuals at independent polities (cf. the Amarna letters between Egypt and Hatti), instructions from a dominant power (cf. the Amarna letters from the pharaoh to subordinate rulers in the southern Levant), or different types of communications between individuals at different sites; without the documents themselves, we have no idea.
While administrative artefacts should ideally provide our most direct indications of political integration and polity extent, their interpretation is clear only if the documents themselves can be tied directly to identifiable sites, and provide information about the nature of their interactions. The Knossian Linear B tablets do this, recording administrative transactions linking the centre to a large number of locations through a variety of interactions involving large quantities of materials (documenting the scale and nature of administration), and can be anchored to specific locations by a very small number of toponyms in the centre and west of the island (documenting its minimal extent). Equivalent information is not clearly recorded among the very limited preserved Linear A documents (Bennet 1990: 198-99; Schoep 2001; , nor is it recognisable among the even more limited Hieroglyphic documents.
IV. Defining polities through material culture distributions.
Various types and characteristics of Protopalatial and Neopalatial material culture have been invoked to support reconstructions of Minoan political structure and history. Except for the Linear B texts, all other arguments are problematic: theoretically, methodologically and empirically. For reasons of space, not all can be reviewed here, but the examples considered (elite prestige artefacts, ceramic style) outline problems which apply to all attempts to define states in prehistoric Crete on the basis of material culture distributions.
Three types of argument have been developed: 1. specific types or traits document exchange or diffusion from a single source, assumed to indicate political influence or dominance, usually argued or assumed to be Knossian; 2. contrasts are drawn between regional and island-wide styles, usually in ceramics, and the latter are assumed to imply political unification, the former fragmentation; 3. essentially a development from 2, specific ceramic distributions are interpreted as mapping political territories.
The first approach considers the distribution of specific types or styles of material culture as evidence of influence, regularly assumed to represent political dominance, whether the materials are exchanged or locally imitated (Wiener 1987: 266; 1990: 134-43, 150-1; Niemeier 2004: 393-4) . Material culture interpreted this way includes ashlar masonry, mason's marks, lustral basins and Minoan halls (distributions documented by Driessen 1982; 1989-90) , figured frescoes (Rehak 1997) , and the finest ceramics (Betancourt 2004a; 2004b) . A fundamental empirical and methodological problem arises because Knossos is the most intensively investigated palatial site, and documents most fully the range and sequence of development of Minoan elite material culture. It therefore provides abundant comparanda for many categories of material evidence, but this does not necessarily demonstrate Knossian precedence, inspiration, production or control, which are usually assumed (however, see Bevan 2010: 40-3) . There is an almost inevitable Knossian sampling bias which needs to be acknowledged and assessed critically in each case (see also Knappett 2011:393-96) . Illustrating the compound nature of the assumptions, pictorial fresco fragments recovered at Galatas are identified as the earliest known on the island, but are also assumed to have been painted by artisans trained at Knossos (Rethemiotakis 2002: 57) . As other sites are more thoroughly investigated, they may reveal examples which antedate the earliest known Knossian examples, such as the early forms of lustral basin and Minoan Hall at Quartier Mu at Malia (Driessen 1982: 54-5; Poursat 2007) , though both are regularly suggested to be evidence for Knossian influence elsewhere on the island (Wiener 1990: 140; 2007: 234) .
More fundamentally, even if Knossian precedence can be securely documented, how do we establish that the adoption of such a trait elsewhere represents political imposition or domination, rather than passive diffusion or active emulation? That the spread of such traits can be variously taken to represent Knossian political dominance, cultural hegemony, peerpolity competition (Cherry 1986 ), or the decentralisation of elite power (Driessen and Macdonald 1997: 71) , indicates the absence of clear theoretical justification for the Knossosdominance model. While the 'Versailles effect' (competitive elite emulation) was coined to apply to Cretan influence in the wider Aegean (Wiener 1984: 17; , it has as much relevance as a process on Crete itself (Wiener 1987: 266; Warren 2002: 204) . Aspiring individuals seek to acquire or copy status-enhancing artefacts, material styles and behavioural traits developed in the more competitive context of socially differentiated urban centres. This indicates elite level communication, and illustrates processes of cultural perception and valuation in active identity construction, but how might we actually establish if, or in which cases, such adoptions represent political domination?
A second set of interpretations uses ceramic stylistic uniformity in contrast with regionalism as an indication of the degree of island-wide political unification. The equation of ceramic stylistic similarity with political affiliation is dealt with in more detail below. Here, it is the contrast in relative similarity which is taken to suggest differences in regional political integration. The focus on defining local styles is relatively recent in Minoan ceramic studies, and is highly constrained by recent excavations which have retained and systematically studied significant quantities of material, so the emerging evidence principally concerns a limited number of LMIB assemblages (e.g. van der Moortel 2002; Floyd 1998; Barnard et al. 2003; Platon 2002; MacGillivray 2007; Hatzaki 2007; Knappett and Cunningham 2006; Brogan and Hallager 2011) . Not surprisingly, the more systematically and intensively one looks, the greater the distinctions and local characteristics which can be identified. The criteria used to define local styles at each site are very mixed, and differ, not allowing systematic comparisons or assessments of degrees of difference among assemblages. Equally problematic, there are no standards against which to calibrate the significance of the differences detected.
Interpretively, local styles may represent different production traditions, scales and modes of production, distribution and marketing systems, as well as influence through different types of interactions with other communities.
Without having criteria for identifying and distinguishing these different processes, we cannot interpret degrees of regionalism in specifically political terms.
The third approach, using ceramic styles to define political territories, essentially derives from the previous, but has been developed more explicitly with Protopalatial ceramics, and is so directly involved with the question being addressed in this paper, that it requires more detailed exploration.
Distributions defined by artefact style, predominantly pottery because of its abundance, are used world-wide to define archaeological 'cultures', to establish our basic time-space frameworks for organising information about the past. How such distributions should be defined, and what they actually represent in human behavioural and social terms, have been fiercely debated for the past 60 years (e.g. Clarke 1968; Whallon and Brown 1982; Dunnell 1971; Hodder and Orton 1976; Hodder 1978; Adams and Adams 1991; Lyman et al. 1997) . Approaches to analysing and interpreting such distributions have become increasingly diverse and self-critical in recent decades, with debates about the meaning of artefact style (e.g. Wobst 1977; Conkey and Hastorf 1989; Hegemon 1992) , material culture variation and transmission (e.g. Hodder 1978; Lemonnier 1993; Dobres and Hoffman 1994; Stark 1998; Stark et al. 2008; Gosselain 2000; Neiman 1995; Hurt and Rakita 2001) , and the creation and representation, through material culture, of individual and group identities (e.g. Shennan 1994; Stark 1998; Emberling 1997; Jones 1997; Robb 1999; De Atley and Findlow 1984; Green and Perlman 1985; Lightfoot and Martinez 1995; Diaz-Andreu et al. 2005) . These fundamental and on-going debates about the identification, meaning and significance of material culture variability have received almost no recognition in Minoan archaeology.
Providing evidence for these debates, a wide range of ethnographic and ethnoarchaeological research has established that some characteristics of material culture may mark cultural boundaries whereas others do not, representing economic distribution patterns, technological traditions or learning patterns, among other processes, and others simply represent random variation (e.g. Hodder 1978; Miller 1985; Stark 1998; Stark et al. 2008; Jones 1997; Emberling 1999; Gosselain 2000) . Distinguishing among generating processes in ethnographic contexts relies on detailed and systematic analyses, and usually requires other contextual information, observable in the ethnographic present but not necessarily determinable archaeologically.
In Cretan prehistory, without explicit consideration of the assumptions involved, some distributions of artefacts are regularly interpreted, not as defining vague archaeological 'cultures', but far more specifically as mapping political entities (e.g. Cadogan 2011). The justification for this seems to be that the spatial units so defined, correspond in location and scale to the political entities we are expecting to find, but this argument is obviously circular. We need to establish why any specific material distributions should be considered to represent political affiliation.
Stylistic distribution studies build from a passive information flow model, in which it is assumed that stylistic similarities between artefacts produced in different communities will decline with the distance between them. The rationale is that producers and consumers in communities which are closer together are likely to interact more regularly with each other, and will be more accepting of (and so, willing to acquire or copy) stylistic variants they are familiar with and accept as appropriate, through regular exposure. So we should normally expect a fall-off in stylistic similarity in material culture with distance (Plog 1980) . Deviations from this suggest that something a bit more interesting is going on, for example, factors inhibiting or enhancing interaction between members of the communities, or that specific meanings are attached to the stylistic characteristics which lead to them being differentially accepted or rejected as imports, imitated closely, adapted, or ignored.
A significant analytical problem emerges if, like our vocabulary model, we choose two or more base points and assess the similarity of finds from other points against them. This will invariably define 'territories' of influence around the base points, since the stylistic characteristics at any other point will be more similar to one of the original base points than another. Because of the way we have structured the investigation, we will create 'territories' centred on our initial base points, even if these are completely arbitrary and there is, in fact, continuous variation across the area.
A systematic and neutral approach would need to give equal weight to the assemblages at all points, to try to define spatial clusters among them, which is the approach ideally used for the definition of archaeological cultures across a region: any groupings in the data emerge through analysis, rather than being imposed from the start. In contrast, Cretan studies have worked from what are presumed to be the most influential centres outwards, with the result that other communities are defined as responsive or subsidiary to those initial points of reference (e.g. 'provincial Middle Minoan pottery' : Walberg 1983) . Unfortunately, because of the way Cretan archaeology has developed, we rarely have either the unbiased substantial samples, nor the quantified documentation of stylistic attributes which are essential for systematic exploratory analyses.
To illustrate the problem, for Protopalatial Crete, we have three palatial sites which have been the principal focus for major investigations, and therefore provide the most abundant samples of Protopalatial pottery. We have assumed they are the major and innovating pottery-producing centres, and so use comparisons with much smaller samples from minor sites, to allocate the latter to the orbit of one assumed territorial centre or another. If style is purely passive, we should expect a regular falloff in stylistic similarity with distance from a centre, resulting in roughly circular territories around each centre (subject to travel/transport constraints), which is approximately what has been proposed, for example in the territory defined around Knossos (Cadogan 1994) . However, since no explicit analysis has been undertaken with the assemblages, we do not know if there is actually a decline in similarity; this is simply a presence/absence distribution of some material resembling that known from the centre. Without knowing the quantities, and whether the dispersed examples are exports from the palatial centres, local copies, or some combination of both, or knowing the different contexts or modes of pottery production or exchange represented in different communities across the region, or contexts of consumption, the processes involved may be economic, social, ideological or political, but we have no basis for determining which, individually or in combination, are responsible for producing the distribution.
Beginning to address such questions was the focus of Knappett's research (1999) , though this subtlety is usually ignored, and his study is simply cited as support for the 'Malia-Lasithi state' model. It was initially assumed that the stylistic similarity in pottery between Malia and Myrtos Pyrgos was the result of intensive interaction between the communities, with abundant ceramic exchange representing strong economic links (Cadogan 1995; Poursat 2010:263-64 ). Knappett's detailed petrographic, technological and stylistic study demonstrated that very little material was actually moving between Malia and Pyrgos, but local fine wares were extremely similar, and it was assumed that those produced at Pyrgos were closely modelled on those of the palatial centre. This was contextualised by the significant contrast with the local and non-standardised styles of the coarse and cooking wares, so the close emulation in fine table wares was identified as a specific elite strategy. This led to his suggestion that while the elites at Pyrgos were sub-ordinate members of the Malia state, the control of that state was principally ideological, rather than economic, and he proposed that the Malia-Lasithi state be considered a de-centralised or segmentary state (Knappett 1999) . But with no demonstrable strong economic links, was Pyrgos actually subordinate to the Malia state, or was it independent, with the local elite simply emulating elite behaviour at the closest major centre, either to facilitate their relations with those elite, or to enhance their prestige at home, or both? We simply don't know: there is no material evidence which clearly supports the view that Pyrgos was part of the Protopalatial state centred at Malia.
Stepping back from the specific case, is it possible to recognise archaeologically a politically-determined material culture distribution? Two sets of studies are informative of the problems, but not particularly hopeful about the prospects. Late Iron Age Celtic gold coins in Britain are politically-identified, ideologically-charged artefacts, and are expected to have circulated principally within the boundaries of the political units where they were minted (Collis 1971; Cunliffe 1981; Sellwood 1984) . Such politically constrained distributions could be expected to be defined by sharp edges at political boundaries (Collis 1981; Hodder 1977; Kimes et al. 1982) . While there are regionally defined distributions, there are very considerable overlaps, so they do not produce clear boundaries (Cunliffe 2005: figs 7.9, 7.13, 7.14, 8.3, 8.10, 8.13 ). This makes the polities difficult to define on the basis of coinage alone, but given that there are few other bases for doing so (significantly, ceramic stylistic distributions are usually much smaller than the assumed political units : Cunliffe 2005: Figs 4.10, 7.15, 17.15, 17.16, 17.17) , coinage is used this way (Kimes et al. 1982; Cunliffe 2005: 130-79) . Even more problematically, similar boundary effects will be generated by economic competition between rival production centres (Hodder and Orton 1976: 195-7) , so even if there were clear boundaries, these would not, in themselves, indicate that the material distributions defined political entities. We might expect the economic distribution patterns for different types of goods to vary to some degree (though all may be affected by common constraints on transport, the distribution of consumers, etc.), so detecting the same sharp boundary in a range of types of material culture might be suggestive of a political boundary. This would only apply if that boundary was competitive or hostile, strongly policed, and crucially, stable for a period longer than the resolution of the local archaeological periodisation. But even political boundaries significant and stable enough to be fortified and patrolled, such as the Roman Germanic limes, can be remarkably permeable (Hedeager 1979; Wells 1992; .
One of the most relevant studies of ceramic distributions, utilising a substantial, systematically collected sample (6,410 decorated sherds from the survey of 130 sites, in 12 contiguous city-states), considered the effect of political boundaries on both exchange and ceramic styles in the south-east of the Valley of Mexico, in the period immediately before and after Aztec unification, when political boundaries can be reconstructed through ethnohistoric sources (Hodge and Minc 1990; Hodge et al. 1993; Minc et al. 1994; Minc 2006; . Two levels of political boundaries were considered, those of individual city-states and those defined by alliances among them. While some ceramic distributions were largely concentrated within regions formed by political alliances, none clearly define individual city-states, and all crossed the boundaries, with gradual fall-off in quantities with distance from source. Without previously knowing the polity or alliance boundaries, it is impossible to recognise which distributions are strongly affected by the boundaries and which are not. Following the Aztec conquest of the area, ceramics generally circulated more widely, so political relations did affect exchange patterns, but not in the spatially defined ways which would enable polities to be identified from the ceramic style distributions.
Neither cultural and political boundaries nor material culture distributions appear to conform in any straightforward sense to the assumptions necessary to support the direct interpretation of ceramic or other material culture distributions as political maps (Lightfoot and Martinez 1995; Trinkaus 1984; De Atley and Findlow 1984; Green and Perlman 1985; Emberling 1997; Jones 1997) , undermining the predominant approach to the definition of polities employed in Cretan prehistory. On the other hand, spatial distributions can inform us about a wealth of processes and behaviours, from the organisation and control of exchange systems, to different types of identity construction. These processes may be affected by political structure and affiliations, but not necessarily in the direct or easily identifiable ways assumed.
V. Settlement pattern data and political structure.
For Crete, an increasing number of intensive surveys are making the island one of the most thoroughly surveyed regions of the Mediterranean, with island-wide coverage and samples from a variety of topographic contexts. However, many projects are published only in preliminary form, and the data are difficult to analyse comparatively, having been collected over several decades by projects with very different approaches to fieldwork, documentation and publication. In addition, many surveys have been very small, often in areas peripheral to the palace centres, and document only a limited segment of a local settlement system. To date, interpretation has been largely descriptive or focused on the identification of local settlement hierarchies. The model for the latter has been Processual settlement pattern archaeology (Flannery 1998: 16-21; Parsons 1972; Wright and Johnson 1975; Cherry 1987; Balkansky 2006; Kowalewski 2008) , aimed primarily at the analysis and interpretation of large regional datasets, for example in Mesopotamia and Mesoamerica (e.g. Adams 1981; Johnson 1972; Wright and Johnson 1975; Hole 1987; Sanders et al. 1979; Blanton et al. 1993; Blanton 2004 ). These drew interpretively on the central place models developed for modern industrial societies in Europe and North America (Johnson 1972; Hodges 1987; Butzer 1982: 219-23) , though these have been demonstrated also to have relevance to understanding the regional organisation of developing economies (Smith 1974; 1976; and early modern Europe (de Vries 1990).
Because archaeological datasets are invariably only partially preserved, accessible or recorded, represent low resolution data, and exist in a variable landscape, rather than the geographers' idealised isotropic plain, it is accepted that the subtle distinctions in spatial configuration necessary to distinguish among different central place models can rarely be convincingly documented. Instead, the focus is on recognising an hierarchical relationship among sites in a region, and analysing their interrelationships to understand the degree of integration within the system. The key characteristic for identifying a state level of political integration is usually argued to be a four-level settlement hierarchy, to differentiate such a system from the two to three levels expected for a regional chiefdom (Wright and Johnson 1975; Johnson 1977; Wright 1977; Earle and Johnson 2000) , though this is only a 'rule of thumb' (Flannery 1998: 16) .
In the most convincing studies, the settlement data are correlated with archaeological evidence for administrative integration (Wright and Johnson 1975; Johnson 1980a; Wright 1987; Marcus 1983) , or other data supporting the differential administrative role of specific communities within the postulated settlement hierarchy (e.g. Sanders et al. 1979: 52-60; Smith 1979; Blanton et al. 1982) . More typically, the settlement pattern data alone are relied on, with consequent (usually unacknowledged) uncertainties.
Often ignored, but integrally linked to the subject of this paper, is the difficulty in distinguishing territorial states from multi-polity regions, unless the primary urban centre develops exceptionally in response to its regional administrative role. This depends on factors such as how strongly centralised the system is; there is no single or unambiguous signature (Johnson 1977; 1980b; Savage 1997; Drennan and Peterson 2004) . In practice, many surveys work within naturally defined regions (islands, topographic basins, restricted sections of a river valley), and assume that the study region includes most or all of one past settlement system, but not multiple systems.
Other studies simply uncritically analyse a study region as if it was a coherent and integrated whole. Unfortunately, any analysis will be systematically distorted if only part, or parts of more than one system are included in the analysis.
A particular problem in the Aegean and more widely in the Mediterranean, is that requiring a four-level settlement hierarchy to identify a state, rules out most city-states. Even Athens, one of the largest and most politically complex Classical city-states, with its deme centres and dispersed hamlets and farms, had only two administrative levels, three levels overall; community sizes within the largest citystates may fit a rank-size model (Cavanagh 2009 ), but not the political hierarchical expectation. Most city-states were much smaller (Hansen 2006b) , and surveys such as around Koressos on Keos document only two hierarchical levels, the city and rural hamlets or farms (Whitelaw 1998) . Some analysts have used the absence of a four-level hierarchy to suggest that the Classical Greek city-state not be considered a state (Marcus 1998: 91) . While the nature of Classical city-states is receiving critical and comparative re-assessment (e.g. Berent 2000; Hansen 2006a; Vlassopoulos 2007; Anderson 2009; Gehrke 2009 ), they should not be rejected as states because they do not fit one very specific spatial model; after all, when it comes to defining the nature of the state, they literally wrote the book. The archaeological models of settlement hierarchies, often applied in a mechanistic fashion, appear to have been formulated principally with reference to territorial states or very large, developed city-states; they are not adequate for recognising or analysing small citystates.
Most diachronic settlement analyses face a similar problem, trying to define the point at which a state can be recognised in a scalar continuum.
Settlement data from surveys throughout the East Mediterranean and Near East suggest that developing urban centres from 8-20ha were often surrounded by very small villages or hamlets, with the development of secondary centres as a later phenomenon, as populations expanded under relatively stable conditions (see also Falconer and Savage 1995) . At what point in that process one defines the emergence of the state should depend principally on the availability of relevant evidence for the administrative structure of a state, not on what can be a fairly arbitrary exercise in defining site size modes.
The Cretan survey record is particularly problematic; different surveys engage, at best, variable segments of settlement systems, so it is not surprising there is no clear aggregate patterning; this may represent regional diversity (Driessen 2001a), or simply non-comparability of very partial datasets. From the surveys conducted to date on Crete, we have information on core areas of two states, those centred on Phaistos and Malia.
Phaistos and the west Mesara.
Taking the 40km2 of the West Mesara and Kommos (Hope Simpson et al. 1995) surveys together, these represent the only published intensive survey of a segment of the core of the territory of one of the major palatial centres.
The Ayiopharango (Blackman and Branigan 1977; Vasilakis 1990 ), South Coast (Blackman and Branigan 1975) and Odigitria (Branigan and Vasilakis 2010) surveys are assumed to provide smaller peripheral samples of the same polity (Fig. 5) . Focusing on the core sample, these surveys provide useful, but far from straightforward data. Consistent with other Aegean surveys conducted in the late 1970s-80s, sherd collections were extremely limited and only aggregate site sizes for all periods of occupation are usually documented, masking period-specific changes at sites. Mitigating this, across all prehistoric periods, the only major occupations outside the palatial centre of Phaistos are at the previously known and extensively excavated sites of Haghia Triadha and Kommos. Phaistos itself is presently being surveyed (Bredaki et al. 2009 ), but patchy excavations beyond the palace suggest a Neopalatial extent on the order of 55-60ha (Watrous et al. 2004: 294) if occupation was continuous between all the outlying soundings, and a minimum of 32ha in the Protopalatial period, making a similar assumption (Whitelaw 2012; Militello 2012 ).
In analysing their data, the project directors define site hierarchies of three (EMII-III) and four levels (MMIB-LMIB), though no clear modes in site size provide any basis for this interpretation. More significantly, despite the over-estimation inevitable with all-period aggregate site size estimates, for the Prepalatial phases, only two sites outside of Phaistos might reach or exceed 1ha (most being much smaller), and for all periods, only Phaistos itself and in the Neopalatial period, Haghia Triadha, exceed 2.5ha, when the latter took over from Phaistos as the administrative centre for the region (La Rosa 2010b). The survey data provide no clear evidence for a developed regional settlement hierarchy; the divisions seem imposed on an undifferentiated distribution of very small sites, to meet the expectation of four hierarchical levels for states. However, the absence of clear secondorder centres is not entirely surprising, since given the scale of Phaistos itself from MMIA, these should only develop on the order of 4-8km from the palatial centre, and it is only in the direction of Kommos that the combined intensive survey area extends this far from Phaistos. So if there was a developed settlement hierarchy in the western Mesara, intensive survey has not yet been extensive enough to detect it. On the other hand, we might anticipate that in the area surrounding Phaistos and Gortyn, each investigated fairly continuously for over a century, extensive exploration should have located the major sites, as with Kommos and Haghia Triadha.
Taking a different approach to recognise the development of an integrated settlement system, we can use site size, to the degree that it can be calculated from such low-resolution data, to estimate probable community populations, and therefore the notional cultivation areas around each site necessary to support its population. The sites outside Phaistos are so small and wellspaced that there is no overlap of such catchments, suggesting no necessary economic interaction or integration in the Prepalatial periods. The dramatic expansion of Phaistos in the Protopalatial period leads to the complete overlap of the catchment of Phaistos on those of neighbouring hamlets, and indicates the necessity for some sort of inter-site dependency relationships during the Protopalatial period, but not earlier (Whitelaw 2012 ).
On present evidence, Phaistos would have been the centre of a very simple, two or just possibly three-tier settlement system by the end of the Protopalatial period. Such simple, highly centralised, underdeveloped hierarchies are typical of many East Mediterranean and Near Eastern early urbanising regional systems, and city-states, rather than the well-developed, four-level hierarchicallystructured systems characteristic of larger territorial states. Watrous et al. (2004: 286-7, 295) , challenging previous assumptions that the Mesara forms a 'natural' region (see also Relaki 2004) , suggest that Phaistos may never have dominated all of the Mesara plain, let alone all of south-central Crete, based on the argument that the peak sanctuaries of Kophinas and Demati, overlooking the central and eastern Mesara, will have served separate polities. There is no necessary one-to-one relationship between polities and major sanctuaries, and in the absence of any systematic surveys east of Phaistos, this is an interesting but completely speculative proposal. The interpretation of Monastiraki in the Amari valley as a sub-ordinate centre to Phaistos (Kanta 1999; Kanta and Tzigounaki 2000; Watrous et al. 2004: 287) in the Protopalatial period, is based solely on stylistic similarities in the ceramics and seals.
The known administrative documents provide minimal information relevant to polity scale.
No toponyms can be recognised unambiguously in the Linear A documents from Haghia Triadha, giving no idea of its dependent territory (Bennet 1990: 198-9; Schoep 2001: 98-9; 2002: 192) .
While the quantities of agricultural products listed in the Linear A tablets do not require an extensive dependent territory (Palaima 1994: 318-21; Schoep 2001: 97-9; 2002: 176-92) , the small number of recovered tablets is unlikely to document production from the entire territory administered by the site (see also Palaima 1994: 316-7) . To date, there are insufficient data with which to define the extent of the territories administered from Phaistos or Haghia Triadha in the Protopalatial or Neopalatial periods.
Malia and the Malia-Lasithi state.
Intensive survey was initiated at the palatial centre of Malia and expanded to include the coastal plain and neighbouring inland valleys, the only Cretan survey with both urban and hinterland data (Fig. 6: Müller 1996; Müller-Celka 2007) . To date, preliminary summaries have been published, while analysis of the recovered material continues (Müller-Celka 2007; Puglisi 2007) . At the palatial centre, overall sherd density has been recorded, but period-specific material is only reported on a presence/absence basis by survey unit (Müller-Celka 2007: fig. 5 ; pers comm.). The figure of 50-60ha for the maximum extent of the site in the Protopalatial period (Müller 1997: 52; Müller-Celka 2007: 856; Driessen 2001a: 61) , includes as well as the city, the extensive cemeteries near the shore and the outlying port at Haghia Varvara (Müller-Celka 2007: fig. 5 ). The urban site surrounding the palace appears to cover 40ha, with up to another 17ha of low density occupation in two locations outside the fortification wall on the east. Evidence supporting a contraction of the city in the Neopalatial period (Driessen 2001a: 63) , has yet to be published; all the excavated residential areas except Quartier Mu document Neopalatial as well as Protopalatial occupation throughout the core of the site.
However, since the distribution of dated Protopalatial ceramics matches well the overall extent of dense surface material (Müller-Celka 2007: fig. 5 ), the community does not appear to have expanded in the Neopalatial period.
In addition to the coastal plain, survey extended to the inland basins of Mochos and Krasi, in the foothills of Lasithi, in all covering some 40km2. The largest sites outside the city appear to be a handful of sites of limited extent, distributed across the coastal plain (Müller 1996; Puglisi 2007) , with no significant subsidiary centres except possibly Sissi (ca. 3ha) reported within the surveyed territory. The valleys of Mochos and Krasi might be expected to have encouraged the development of at least one sub-ordinate centre in each, as perhaps seen in the Sissi valley.
The Malia survey and other studies in the region provide information not available for the west Mesara, which may help to define the boundaries of the Protopalatial polity. On the southern fringe of the investigated area, well up in the foothills of Lasithi, several small fortified sites originally identified by Evans, have been restudied and are now dated to the MM period (Müller 2003; Müller-Celka 2007: 859; Nowicki 1995; . These should indicate some sort of boundary, whether to protect outlying communities of the Malia polity, protect communities outside it from aggression from Malia, or simply reflect instability or limited central control on the periphery of the polity. Whatever specific interpretation, they suggest an effective limit to palatial control on the northern slopes of Lasithi during at least some phases of the MM period.
This obviously raises serious doubts against the argument that the upland plain of Lasithi or areas further south or east were incorporated into a polity centred on Malia. Fortified or defensible sites within and around the Lasithi basin also suggest the area may not have been integrated into any polity during the Protopalatial period (Nowicki 1996) . Pottery imports (Betancourt 2007) , as well as ceramic dedications from the Malia lowlands at the Psychro cave (Watrous 2004) , could have crossed the polity boundary, either episodically or continuously, and do not require political integration.
On the basis of the preliminary published information, the Malia survey appears to present a more comprehensive but comparable picture to the Phaistos region, of a highly centralised settlement system in both the Protopalatial and Neopalatial periods, with a two or just possibly three-level settlement hierarchy. The evidence suggesting a southern polity limit, during at least some part of the MM period, falls approximately where the boundary of the catchment necessary to support the estimated population of the centre should fall (Fig. 6) , suggesting that Malia in the Protopalatial period was a small city-state, rather than a territorial state.
VI. Knossos: from site to territory.
To date, there has been no intensive survey in the wider region around Knossos. On the other hand, over a century of investigations at the palatial centre (Hood and Smyth 1981) , supplemented by preliminary observations from an intensive survey of the city (Bredaki et al. 2010; Whitelaw et al. in press) , provide our most detailed understanding of the development of a Cretan palatial centre. The changing occupation area of the site through time can be used to estimate the agricultural catchment necessary to support the centre's resident population.
While this exercise does not define the actual extent of the polity centred on Knossos, it does indicate the approximate scale of the minimum region which must have been controlled by Knossos economically and politically, simply to guarantee subsistence support for its population in each phase (note 1). The importance of this subsistence-based perspective is that it addresses one of the major uncertainties expressed in alternative explorations: whether the territories defined (by whatever means) were actually dominated economically or politically from the centre (e.g. Knappett 1999; Knappett and Schoep 2000; Poursat 2008: 195; Warren 2004; Niemeier 2004: 393-4; Müller-Celka 2007) .
By the end of the late Prepalatial period (MMIA), occupation at Knossos extended over a minimum of 20 and more likely 40ha (Whitelaw 2012) . Its support catchment will have extended south nearly to Archanes (Fig. 7) , and I have previously suggested that this may explain the cessation of competitive new construction of burial monuments in the Phourni cemetery after MMIA, as the developing centre at Archanes was subsumed under Knossian control (Whitelaw 2004: 244-5) .
A second test point is provided by the foundation of the palace (Rethemiotakis 2002) , and re-establishment or very significant expansion of the community (Evely 2008: 104; Whitelaw and Morgan 2009: 94-7; Watrous pers comm.) at Galatas in the Pediada, some 16km south-east of Knossos. The sparse Protopalatial sites in the region are noted as usually fortified or in defensible locations (Panagiotakis 2003; Whitley et al. 2007: 107; Evely 2008: 105) , suggesting that the area was outside any integrated palatial territory at that time. Established in MMIIIA, the palace went through several transformations before abandonment in LMIA (Rethemiotakis 2002) . Three alternative scenarios may be considered:
1. the foundation of the palace represents the imposition of Knossian political control in the region, and its abandonment, some change in the 2. the foundation of the palace represents the emergence of a local elite, and its abandonment either a local collapse, or the suppression of local independence through Knossian expansion (Watrous et al. 2004: 287);  3. the foundation of the palace represents the establishment of an independent polity by a cadet or dispossessed line of the Knossian (or Malliote) elite, following the model of Mycenaean peripheral polity formation suggested by Wright (1984) .
Held to support the first interpretation, is a shift from stylistically local ceramics, to styles which closely follow Knossian models (Rethemiotakis 2002; Rethemiotakis and Christakis 2004) . The nature and comprehensiveness of this stylistic shift has yet to be documented in detail (e.g. some pithoi continue to be produced in the local tradition : Christakis 2006: 125) , and the stylistic argument will be subject to all the ambiguities outlined above. In this case, the argument based on ceramics is considered to be strengthened by the contemporary introduction of the palace layout, ashlar masonry (with masons' marks), and frescoes. All of these are elements of Minoan palatial elite culture, so need not document a specifically Knossian origin, and they need not represent an imposition; they could have been adopted by an emerging local elite, asserting their power and seeking legitimation through emulating palatial fashions at pre-existing centres.
An additional perspective is contributed by preliminary reports on the intensive survey of the immediate hinterland of Galatas, which appears to document the intensive colonisation of a previously under-populated landscape, contemporary with the establishment of the palace (Whitley et al. 2006: 107; Whitley et al. 2007: 107) . This need not rule out the second or third options, but the preliminary evidence seems consistent with a rapid and organised intrusion, and the established Knossian power provides the nearest and most likely source.
Implicating Knossian political expansion in the foundation of the palace at Galatas in MMIIIA, provides a second test point for the city-state model, since the expanding population of Knossos would push its minimum support catchment well into the Galatas region by the end of MMIII, and as far as the site itself in LMI (Fig. 8 ).
Significant changes in the local power structures at Archanes and Galatas correspond broadly to the periods at which the minimum expansion of the Knossian city-state would have impinged on each community's local settlement system. Poros and Amnisos are close enough to have been absorbed within the expanding orbit of Knossos before the end of the later Prepalatial period; the evidence for off-island connections at Poros makes most sense if it was already integrally linked with the significant consuming population at Knossos in EMII (Wilson et al. 2004; Dimopoulou-Rethemiotaki et al. 2007 ). Tylissos and Vitsila will have been integrated into Knossos' political territory within the Neopalatial period, if not earlier. These, with Archanes and Amnisos, are substantial communities which can be suggested as subordinate secondary centres within a Neopalatial four-level settlement hierarchy (Whitelaw 2001: 27-9) . This would probably involve three levels of administrative hierarchy (e.g.
Knossos-Archanes-Vathypetro and Knossos-Tylissos-Sklavokambos), documented through Linear A tablets and sealings. Such an hierarchy cannot, so far, be recognised for Protopalatial city-states, either on the basis of the settlement or preserved administrative evidence.
For Malia, the modelled catchment for the Protopalatial city-state (Fig. 6 ) extends into the foothills of Lasithi to the general area of the fortified sites, consistent with the interpretation that these marked the southern boundary of the Malia polity. These provide a test point for the reconstruction of Malia as a small city-state (Poursat 2008; , rather than territorial state.
VII. Knossos: from city-state to territorial state?
The catchment-based, minimalist definition of territories developed here only applies to citystates, though we cannot yet document any necessary departure from this bottom-up model for any central Cretan palace-centred polity, at least into the early Neopalatial period. This is as far as this model can take us, and arguments for the development of larger territorial states, based at Knossos or any other palatial centre, will have to be established on other, far more ambiguous grounds.
The recent and on-going re-assessments of the construction histories at all palatial sites in the Neopalatial period present a challengingly unsynchronised picture. Whether all or some of these reflect independent and locally contingent histories, or should be choreographed into a drama of Knossian expansion or conquest (e.g. MMIIIA: Galatas; MMIIIB: Phaistos; LMIA: Malia, and LMIB: Lasithi, Zakros), remains unclear.
If Knossos expanded into a territorial state, this will arguably have post-dated its proposed expansion into the under-populated and unintegrated area around Galatas. Intriguingly, preliminary reports on the Galatas survey suggest that settlements in the region south of the palace retained the nucleated defensible character typical of the Protopalatial period, through the Neopalatial period (Evely 2008: 105) , perhaps suggesting that this region remained outside or near the periphery of the expanded polity.
If Galatas was a Knossian imposition in MMIIIA, why was it no longer important to maintain a palatial control centre in the area after LMIA? Did the community at Galatas and its local settlement system also decline, or was administration of the region maintained but reorganised? Did Knossos pull out of the region, or did it relocate its administrative sub-centre in the Pediada elsewhere, perhaps further east to Kastelli (Warren 2004: 163 ; though the known substantial building is said to decline in parallel with the palace at Galatas: Rethemiotakis 2002: 65; Rethemiotakis and Christakis 2011:226) , possibly reflecting further eastward extension of Knossian control.
Looking east, the evidence for Neopalatial contraction at the urban centre at Malia has yet to be presented, but for the exploration here, a static situation is assumed, so the support catchment estimated for the Protopalatial period is maintained for the Neopalatial period; there is no evidence to suggest expansion into a territorial state in the Neopalatial period (Fig. 6) . With the expansion of Knossos, its hinterland is likely to have bumped up against that of Malia during the Neopalatial period, at least along the north coastal strip (Fig. 8) . This convergence may have set the scene for a new type of predatory expansion, involving not just encroachment on, but incorporation of the entire neighbouring citystate at Malia into an expanding Knossian polity.
Does the early LMIA rebuilding of the palace at Malia on a layout resembling that at Knossos, represent its reconstruction as a new second-order centre under Knossian control (Poursat 2008; , or increasing convergence through direct competition with the neighbouring power, and what does the destruction and abandonment of the palace at the end of LMIA or early in LMIB represent in terms of regional political structure (for arguments for a later LMIB destruction, see particularly van de Moortel 2011:542-45)?
To the south-east, the situation in Lasithi is even less clear. Fortified or defensible sites seem characteristic of the Prepalatial and Protopalatial periods, with the development of sites in non-defensible locations around the plain particularly in the Neopalatial period (Nowicki 1996; Watrous 1982) .
But whether these communities were ever integrated, or linked politically to a lowland palatial centre, remains unknown. The influx of Knossian ceramic dedications at the Psychro cave in LMIB (Watrous 2004 ) is intriguing, but need not represent Knossian political dominance.
Looking south, does the shift of administration from Phaistos to Haghia Triadha after MMIIIA represent a re-structuring of local power, or (along with the non-reconstruction of the ceremonial palace) a decisive move to cut links with the previous independent elites at the imposition of Knossian dominance (La Rosa 2010a: 590; 2010b: 499) ? Does the rebuilding of the palace at Phaistos in LMIB represent some degree of local resurgence in the face of postTheran eruption Knossian weakness (La Rosa 2010a: 591), or a confident re-inscription of Knossian control (Warren 2004: 163) ?
The limited expansion suggested here for Malia, and the gradual expansion of Protopalatial Knossos, raise the prospect that Phaistos, before its eclipse in MMIIIA, may never have expanded to dominate the entire Mesara, and other, as yet undocumented polities may have existed in the Protopalatial and Neopalatial periods in the central and/or eastern Mesara. There may also have been areas, even within central Crete, which were never incorporated into state-level polities based at one of the three main palatial centres.
The suggestion of a southern boundary for Malia in the northern slopes of Lasithi in the MM period, seriously questions whether Malia ever extended its control (as opposed to influence: Müller-Celka 2007; Knappett 2007; Poursat 2008; as far as the Lasithi plain or beyond to Myrtos Pyrgos. This should also open up a reconsideration of developments around the Gulf of Mirabello, for which the unparalleled settlement data from the combined Vrokastro, Gournia and Kavousi surveys, as well as the extensive recent excavation data from the centres at Gournia, Mochlos, Pseira and Priniatikos Pyrgos, provide a unique resource for studying the development of a region.
In the far east, Petras provides a strong argument for independent local development (Tsipopoulou 1997; Tsipopoulou and Papacostopoulou 1997) . The history of the palace at Zakros, and any substantial but noncanonical antecedent structure, is under revision (Platon 1999; . The interpretation that it served as an eastern port for Knossos (Bennet 1990: 196, n.20; Warren 2004: 164; Platon 2004; Wiener 2007: 234-5) seems to rest on the expectation of Knossian dominance, the assumption that it could not have been locally self-sufficient, and Knossian influence in some ceramics, all deserving documentation and critical appraisal.
To the west, the patterns of recent interaction (Fig. 3) , as well as the evidence for Hellenistic conquests and alliances (Fig. 1) , question whether central Cretan polities should be expected to have had any significant political impact in west or west-central Crete. The integration documented by the Knossian Linear B archive is clearly an exception, perhaps accounting for its short duration and instability. Even this control may have been more restricted and strategic than is usually assumed (Driessen 2001b), fitting better a network (Smith 2005) rather than territorial state model.
VIII. Recognising polities: problems and prospects.
The questions outlined above all deserve exploration, but none of the speculative suggestions warrant the certainty with which particular political interpretations are regularly espoused in the literature. The latter have almost all been framed with an expectation of Knossian dominance. It is refreshing when the political status of a site or local region is considered in its own terms (e.g. Andreadaki-Vlasaki 2002; Tsipopoulou 1997; Shaw 2006; Cunningham and Driessen 2004) , and then in the context of a range of wider regional possibilities.
Many of the assumptions which structure present approaches to interpretation go back to the origins of Minoan archaeology, and are so fundamentally ingrained that they are difficult to recognise, let alone unpack and examine critically. Underlying nearly all conceptualisations of Minoan political landscapes has been the naturalisation of a pattern of palatial centres in central Crete, originally constructed on extremely limited information.
This has discouraged investigations which might test the assumed understanding, and tended to focus our attention on spatial scales and landscape units which are not necessarily appropriate for the entities we are trying to recognise. A longerterm historical perspective makes it clear that Cretan geography is far less deterministic of political structures than has been assumed by prehistorians. Looking at the relatively small territory required to support a major palatial centre like Protopalatial Phaistos, we can realistically expect there to have been more, whether like Petras, developing locally, or Galatas, perhaps representing an intrusive colonisation of relatively unpopulated territory. There are also numerous agriculturally suitable areas, not hitherto considered, which could have supported independent polities (not necessarily all states) of various scales in the Protopalatial or Neopalatial periods. While the island has been relatively well investigated when compared with most Mediterranean landscapes, it is easy to forget how little of Crete has been systematically or intensively investigated archaeologically.
If we cannot rely on geographical 'givens', we need to use period-specific archaeological evidence to define and track changes in contingent and dynamic political formations. A first step has to be to accept how difficult it is to recognise the territories of individual states archaeologically. A fundamental problem arises because states are dynamic: they expand and contract through conquest and alliance, often combining individual small-scale city-states or incorporating non-state territories beyond their borders, into larger, less stable, regional territorial states. These processes will often take place on timescales shorter than can be monitored using our material culture chronologies, and constant changes will blur any boundaries we might hope to detect in material distributions.
Material culture analyses have tremendous potential for informing us about interactions between the residents of different communities, and their motivations for doing so, but interpreting these directly in terms of politics is rarely attempted elsewhere in world archaeology, with good reason.
We are considerably more experienced at interpreting individual processes, such as exchange; comparisons of multiple patterns may then be suggestive of the political contexts within which different types of exchanges took place, pointing towards the actors, their potential motivations, and constraints. If we wish to use material culture distributions for such analyses, we need to consider a wide range of material culture, and document large and reliable samples systematically using standardised criteria, to allow detailed comparisons and robust spatial analyses.
In a similar way, settlement data need to be approached more subtly, as there are no diagnostic patterns that will allow us to define the limits of states on the ground with confidence. Rather, we can compare site types and their distributions (e.g. site sizes, spacing, clustering, relative population nucleation), as these pattern against landscape characteristics (e.g. resources, agricultural and other productive potential, defensible locations, routes), and track changes in relationships and configurations through time. These patterns can then be explored interpretively, in terms of what they may indicate about the nature and organisation of relations between communities, and the locations and configurations of sites may suggest the limits of integrated settlement systems, or the restructuring of local systems when communities become incorporated into (or drop out of) larger regional systems. Such studies have begun (e.g. Haggis 2005: 59-81; Hayden 2004: 35-137; Nowicki 2000; Cunningham and Driessen 2004) , though interpretations and larger-scale pattern recognition are inhibited by the small scale of individual surveys and the limited and noncomparable recording and presentation of data by different projects.
The catchment-based approach to the definition of polities explored here attempts several things. It tries to define what sort of data can be used most effectively to address very specific questions, in this case, to define the agricultural hinterlands of city-state polities. It also recognises that, logical as the approach may seem, it cannot simply be asserted, but needs to be tested against archaeologically recoverable data. The patterns generated can also help support specific interpretations of other evidence, so that while the material culture arguments for the palace at Galatas as a Knossian foundation are not conclusive, that the hinterland necessary to support the expanding population of Knossos is likely to have imposed on the western Pediada at about the same time as these characteristics appear in the area, provides a different line of support for that political interpretation of the material culture changes.
Comparatively, the catchment approach also raises interesting questions about the differential constraints on expansion faced by each of the central Cretan polities. In Figure 9 , settlement size and catchment estimates are mapped, by phase, for the three palatial centres at the same scale, facilitating comparisons. Phaistos, at the western end of the Mesara plain, will have had direct access to abundant prime agricultural land, and its necessary catchment will only have reached the foothills north and south by the end of the Protopalatial period. Further expansion will have been easiest and most productive east, down the plain, but only if there were no competing polities in the central or eastern Mesara. Any attenuated expansion of the polity will have required significant second-order centres, perhaps incorporating previously independent local centres.
In contrast, the hinterland of Protopalatial Malia would have required expansion into the small inland valleys, and by the time of the maximum documented extent of the city, in MMII, would have been strongly circumscribed by relatively unproductive uplands.
Intriguingly, its estimated MMII catchment borders hit against the hills separating it from the Pediada plain, the Lasithi basin, and the Mirabello coastal lowlands. To incorporate these more distant areas would probably have required the development of a more decentralised form of administration, probably also resulting in weaker control.
Between these two extremes, expansion from Knossos was through fairly dissected but largely productive terrain, all fairly comparable both in terms of agricultural productivity and transport constraints.
A pattern of control developed for the immediate territory might be extended, with no natural impediments or boundaries. Despite no intensive regional survey within its territory, Knossos is the only region of Crete for which we know of significant likely second-order centres, at Archanes, Tylissos, Poros, Amnisos and potentially Vitsila. The expansion of Knossos to approximately double the size of the other central Cretan palatial centres, suggests that it did indeed develop a significant regional administrative role, to a degree that the other central Cretan palatial centres never did.
While I have argued elsewhere for multiple pathways to complexity among Cretan Prepalatial communities (Whitelaw 2004) , these need to be pursued beyond the common elements of small-scale state origins (Whitelaw 2012) , to document the divergent individual histories of each polity which we are increasingly confronted by, through the on-going re-assessments at each palatial centre.
The approach developed here works from the known to the unknown, exploring regional structures from the bottom up. But this is most relevant to the scale of city-state polities. To move beyond this and confirm whether there were any territorial states in Crete before that documented by the Knossos Linear B tablets, and develop an understanding of their nature, requires that we figure out how to work more effectively with a wider range of material data, with more explicit recognition and critical assessment of the assumptions we are making, and engagement with the full range of interpretive possibilities.
We will also need to work out how to use material distributions to monitor different types of inter-community and inter-individual interactions, which themselves may be subject to political influence, organisation or control. To do this, we need to identify appropriate, theoretically-justified approaches to interpreting the material record, and to develop methodologically-sound, empirically-supported interpretations. What is clear from the evidence of new centres and re-assessments at those long known, is that political developments on the island are far more locally varied, fluid and dynamic than our traditional approaches allowed us to recognise or interpret. Figures 5-9 , only land of 10 slope or less is included, and distance away from the site is assessed in terms of walking time, so the catchments include all low slope land within an equivalent walking time from the site, sufficient to support the estimated population in each phase, allowing 0.5ha to support each individual. This allowance is fairly conservative, thereby defining minimum catchments.
IX. Notes.

For calculating catchments in
The mapped catchments also incorporate the areas necessary to support the populations estimated for subsidiary sites within the catchment, calculated from the regional population density estimated from the MM and LM rural sites in the West Mesara and Kommos surveys (100 persons/km2). For Neopalatial Knossos, the estimated catchments for the major sites at Tylissos, Archanes, Poros and Amnisos are incorporated, as well as a purely notional figure for the known but unstudied centre at Vitsila.
For calculations, Prepalatial and Protopalatial site areas and reconstructed populations follow Whitelaw 2012, with the area for Protopalatial Phaistos estimated at 40ha, given the patchy distribution of excavations across the site and the suggestions of wider occupation from the on-going survey, and for Malia 50ha, incorporating also the evidence from the survey. For the Neopalatial period, Phaistos is estimated at 55ha (Watrous et al. 2004: 294) , and Malia kept stable at 50ha.
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